Abstract. The ABR conformance protocol is a real-time program that controls data ow rates on ATM networks. A crucial part of this protocol is the dynamical computation of the expected rate of data cells. We present here a modelization of the corresponding program with its environment, using the notion of parametric timed automata. In this framework, a fundamental property of the service provided by the protocol to the user is expressed as a reachability problem. The tool HyTech is then used for computing the set of reachable states of the model, and automatically proving the property. This case study gives additional evidence of the importance of the model of parametric timed automata and the practical usefulness of symbolic analysis tools.
Introduction
Over the last few years, an extensive amount of research has been devoted to the formal veri cation of real-time concurrent systems. Among the various approaches to the analysis of timed models, one of the most successful is based on the modelization by timed automata. Since its rst introduction in 3], this model was extended with many di erent features, leading to the general notion of hybrid automata 1, 2, 14] . Although hybrid automata have an in nite number of states, the xpoint computation of reachable states often terminates in practice, thus allowing the veri cation of \safety" properties. This explains the increasing success of the development of tools for the analysis of real-time systems 5, 7, 11] , as well as the numerous industrial case studies which have already been presented. In this paper, we propose an automated veri cation of correctness for the Available Bit Rate (ABR) conformance protocol, developed at CNET (Centre National d'Etudes des T el ecommunications, Lannion, France) in the context of network communications with Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM).
The ABR conformance protocol. ATM is a exible packet-switching network architecture, where several communications can be multiplexed over a same physical link, thus providing better performances than traditional circuitswitching networks. Di erent types of ATM connections are possible at the same time, according to the data ow rate asked (and paid) for by the service user 8]: Deterministic Bit Rate connections operate with constant rate, while Statistical Bit Rate connections use a high rate within \short" time intervals. Since those two allocation policies do not ensure an optimal use of the bandwidth, a third one, called Available Bit Rate or ABR, is proposed for non urgent transmissions. According to the available remaining bandwidth, the ABR protocol dynamically computes the highest possible data ow rate and sends this information, via so called Resource Management (RM) cells, to the user, who has to adapt his transfer rate of data (D) cells. Hence, an ABR connection makes it possible for a source to emit at any time with a rate depending on the load of the network.
The service provider has to control the conformance of emission with respect to the currently allowed rate, and lter out D cells emitted at an excessive rate. This is achieved by a program located at an interface between the user and the network, which receives RM cells on their way to the user as well as D cells from the user to the network (see Figure 1 ). However the control program must take into account the delay introduced by the transit of cells from the interface to the user and back. An additional di culty comes from the fact that the value of the delay is not known precisely: only lower and upper bounds, denoted a and b, are given. The main problem in ABR conformance test is to compute the emission rate expected for future D cells with a and b as parameters. A simple algorithm, called I, computes the ideal (expected) rate E t for a D cell arriving at future time t. However, since the value of t is not known in advance, an implementation of I would require to store a huge number of intermediate RM cell rates in memory.
A more realistic algorithm, called B 0 , due to P. Rabadan, has been adopted by CNET. It keeps only two RM cell rates, and dynamically updates an estimated value A of ideal rate E t .
Correctness of program B 0 . The development and implementation of a new CNET protocol requires a normalization step. In the case of a conformance protocol based on B 0 , it was necessary to ensure that the ow control of D cells by comparison with A rather than E t is never disadvantageous to the user. This means that, upon arrival of a D cell at time t, A is an upper approximation of E t . In other words: A E t when current time reaches t. This property, called U, has been proved by hand by Monin and Klay using a classical method of invariants 13]. Algorithm B 0 has thus become part of an international norm ITU (I-371). However, since this proof was quite di cult to obtain, CNET felt the need for using formal methods and tools to verify B 0 in a more mechanical way, as well as future versions of B 0 currently under development. Our goal in this paper is to present a modelization of algorithms I and B 0 as parametric timed automata 4], in order to achieve an automated proof of property U (viewed as a reachability problem) via tool HyTech 11] .
Plan of the paper. Section 2 presents the model of parametric timed automata. Section 3 describes algorithms I and B 0 , and correctness property U within this framework. Section 4 gives the experimental results obtained with HyTech and a comparison with previous work. Section 5 concludes with nal remarks.
Parametric timed automata
We use here a model of parametric timed automata, called p-automata for short. Such automata are extensions of timed automata 3] with parameters. A minor di erence with the classical parametric model of Alur-Henzinger-Vardi 4] is that we have only one clock variable S and several \discrete" variables w 1 ; :::; w n while, in 4], there are several clocks and no discrete variable. One can retrieve (a close variant of) Alur-Henzinger-Vardi parametric timed automata by changing our discrete variable w i into S?w i (see 9]). Alternatively, one can simply view our parametric automata as particular cases of linear hybrid automata 1,2,14]. P-automata. In addition to a nite set of locations, p-automata have a nite set P of real-valued parameters, a nite set W of real-valued discrete variables and a universal (real-valued) clock S. Roughly speaking, parameters are variables whose values are xed by an initial constraint and never evolve later on. Discrete variables are variables whose values do not evolve either, but may be changed through instantaneous updates. A universal clock is a variable whose value increases uniformly with time (without reset).
More formally, a parametric term is an expression of the form w+ The set Q init of initial states is the region`i nit ' init , for some constraint ' init : the automaton starts in its initial location, with some given initial constraint. (From this point on, the parameter values are not modi ed.)
A state q = (`; ; v; s) is urgent if there exists some action transition e, with source location`and a guard of the form '^asap, such that ' holds for ( ; v; s): some urgent transition is enabled. From a non urgent state q = (`; ; v; s), the automaton can spend some time " 0 in a location`, providing the invariant Ir emains true. This delay move results in state q 0 = (`; ; v; s + ") (nothing else is changed during this time). Since location invariants are convex formulas, if Iì s satis ed for s and s + ", then it is also satis ed for any 0 ".
From a state q = (`; ; v; s), the automaton can also apply some action transition h`; '; ; ;`0i, providing guard ' is true for the current valuations ( ; v; s).
In an instantaneous action move, the valuation of discrete variables is modi ed from v to v 0 according to update relation and the automaton switches to target location`0, resulting in state q 0 = (`0; ; v 0 ; s). A successor of a state q is a state obtained either by a delay or an action move. For a subset Q of states, Post (Q) is the set of iterated successors of the states in Q. Similarly, the notions of predecessor and set Pre (Q) can be de ned.
Synchronized product of p-automata. The following is a standard de nition of \synchronized product" or \parallel composition" (see, e.g., 11], p.5). Let A 1 and A 2 be two p-automata with a common universal clock S. The product A 1 A 2 is a p-automaton with S as a universal clock and the union of sets of parameters (resp. discrete variables) of A 1 and A 2 as sets of parameters (resp. discrete variables). Locations of the product are pairs (`1;`2) of locations from A 1 and A 2 respectively. The invariant is the conjunction of the invariants of`1 and`2. The initial location is the pair of of initial locations of the components, and the initial constraint the conjunction of the components' initial constraints. Each automaton can make its own moves, leaving unchanged the location of the other one, except when transitions from A 1 and A 2 have a common synchronization label. In this case, both automata may perform a synchronous action move, the associated guard (resp. update relation) being the conjunction of both guards (resp. update relations). For simplicity we suppose here that synchronized transitions are non urgent.
Parametric veri cation. For a given automaton, Post (Q init ) represents the set of reachable states. Many problems can be posed as reachability problems: usually the original system is composed with a special process, called \observer", and safety properties of the system are expressed as conditions over the set of reachable states of the synchronized product. For p-automata, we have the following closure property: if Q is a nite union of regions, also called zone, then the successor of Q is also a zone. Hence, the output of the computation of Post (Q init ) (if it terminates) is a zone. Consider now some property U, such that the set of states violating U can be characterized by a zone Q :U . Proving that U holds for the system reduces to prove the emptiness of zone Post (Q init ) \ Q :U . Alternatively it su ces to prove: Pre (Q :U ) \ Q init = ;.
Note that we are interested here in proving that property U holds for all the valuations of parameters satisfying the initial constraint. The problem is known to be undecidable in general 4]. It can be solved when the symbolic xpoint computation of Post (or Pre ) terminates 2,11].
3 Description and modelization of the system Recall that the ABR conformance algorithm B 0 is a program located at the interface between the network and the user, which has to check that emission rate of D cells conforms to the value expected by the network. The test takes place at each reception of a D cell. Meanwhile, RM cells arrive with new allowed rate values. In order to verify the correctness of algorithm B 0 with respect to I, the environment may be simply viewed as a generator of events occurring at the interface ordered as: (1) successive arrivals of RM cells, followed by (2) a single arrival of D cell (at time t). Our method proceeds in two steps. We rst give p-automata as models for the environment and algorithms I and B 0 . Then, in the complete system obtained as a synchronized product of the three automata, we explain how to check the correctness property. Note that all these p-automata share a universal clock S, the value of which is the current time s. Without loss of understanding (context will make it clear), we will often use S instead of s.
A model of the environment
According to the preliminary description above, the model of the environment is a p-automaton A env (see Figure 2 ) involving:
{ a parameter t representing the arrival time of the D cell, { a discrete variable R representing the rate value of the last received RM cell.
There are two locations Wait and RecD. The initial location is Wait. From there, the reception of a new RM cell is simulated by a loop, with label newRM, which updates R to a non deterministic value (R' > 0). The nal reception of a D cell is simulated by a transition with label newD from Wait to RecD, which occurs when the value of S becomes equal to t. Location Wait is assigned the invariant S t in order to \force" the switch to location RecD when S=t. We rst give a formal de nition of the ideal rate E t . We then present the incremental algorithm I computing it and nally a p-automaton modeling I.
Ideal Rate De nition. If the transmissions between the interface and the user were instantaneous, the conformance control would be easy: a D cell would be accepted if the time interval between its reception and previous D cell reception was not exceeding the (inverse of) RM cell rate value lastly received. However, as already mentioned, transmission delays must be taken into account. The transmission of the RM cell value from the interface to the user leads to a rst delay d 1 . The corresponding conformance check should not take place before an additional delay d 2 , due to the time elapsed between a subsequent emission of a D cell by the user and its reception by the interface. Parameters a and b represent respectively a lower and an upper bound of d 1 + d 2 .
Let s be the current time and t a time in the future, representing the arrival time of next D cell. An RM cell, received from the network, is relevant to the computation of the \ideal rate" only if it has been received before s and (1) either it is the last received before or at time t ? b, or (2) Figure 3 ). Initial location is Idle, with initial constraint E = R. The reception of an RM cell is modeled as a transition newRM making A I switch from location Idle to location UpdE. This transition is followed by an urgent (asap) transition from UpdE back to Idle, which updates E depending on the position of S w.r.t. 1a] if S < tfi and Emx <= R and tfi < S+a and S+a < tla then Emx' = R; LR' = R; tla' = S+a. 1b] if S < tfi and Emx <= R and tfi < S+a and tfi= tla then Emx' = R; LR' = R; tla' = S+a. 2] if S < tfi and Emx <= R and tfi < tla and tla <= S+a then Emx' = R; LR' = R. Figure 4 (with only the most signi cant guards and no update information). Like before, the same labels are used for automaton transitions and corresponding program operations. The event \reaching t " (S=tfi) is The reception of a D cell is modeled as a transition newD making A B 0 switch from location Less or Greater to EndB. Note also that transition newD from Less to EndB has guard S<tfi in order to prevent execution of newD before 9a] or 9b] when S=tfi (which is forbidden when \reaching tfi" and newD occur simultaneously).
Synchronized product and property U
As mentioned earlier, the complete system is obtained by the product automaton T = A env A I A B 0 of the three p-automata above, synchronized by labels newRM and newD simulating arrival of RM and D cells. In order to mechanically prove property U, we have to compute Post for the product automaton T , starting from its initial region Q init = (Wait; Idle; Greater) ' init ; where ' init is constraint S=tfi=tla^R=E=ACR=FR=LR=Emx^0<a<b: We then have to check that Post (Q init ) does not contain any state where the property U is violated. Recall that property U expresses in terms of the ideal rate E t (s) computed by I, and the approximate value A(s) computed by B 0 , by: when a D cell is received, A(s) E t (s):
In our model T , E corresponds to E t (s), ACR to A(s) and reception of a D cell makes the automaton switch to its nal state, hence property U translates as: when T is in location (RecD; EndI; EndB); ACR E:
The set of states where U does not hold is therefore the region Q :U = (RecD; EndI; endB) ACR<E:
As explained in Section 2, we have to check Post (Q init ) \ Q :U = ; or, alternatively, Pre (Q :U ) \ Q init = ;.
Veri cation with HyTech
Automata A env , A I and A B 0 can be directly implemented into HyTech 11] , which automatically computes the synchronization product T . The forward computation of Post (Q init ) requires 23 iteration steps and its intersection with Q :U is checked to be empty. This takes 487 sec. on a SUN station ULTRA-1 with 64 Megabytes of RAM memory. Alternatively, the backward computation of Pre (Q :U ) requires 15 iteration steps and its intersection with Q init is checked to be empty in 90 sec. The automated proof of correctness of B 0 is thus achieved.
Comparison with previous work
Veri cation at CNET. Ideal rate algorithm I and correctness property U (S=t) E ACR) have been formalized by J.-F. Monin and F. Klay at CNET.
In 13], they give the rst manual proof of U, using the classical method of invariants. They rst split U into a conjunction of two properties:
The proof of U 1^U2 is then done in two steps. First, U 1^U2 is in turn strengthened into V U 1^U2^U3^ ^U 10 , where U 3 ; : : :; U 10 are nontrivial auxiliary properties of B 0 (such as ACR < FR) tfi S+a, or FR < LR) tla S+a). Second, V is proved to be an invariant (true initially and remaining true after each event). The invariance proof for V has been mechanically checked with the proof assistant COQ 12] . The auxiliary properties U 3 ; : : :; U 10 can be seen as \lemmas" necessary to achieve the proof of U 1^U2 by ( xpoint) induction. With respect to our approach, property V can be seen as a xpoint of Post and, as such, is an overall approximation of Post (since Post is the least xpoint). The main advantage of our approach, is that no auxiliary property (\lemma") such as U 3 ; ; U 10 has to be manually discovered: U is mechanically veri ed in its original form. Another advantage here is that Post characterizes all the properties of the system, and not only U. Therefore Post can be immediately reused for proving any other property P of the system by testing that Post does not contain any state violating P. Finally our modelization is likely to be reusable for modeling and verifying enhanced versions of B 0 , which are currently under development at CNET.
Veri cation with GAP. In 9], we achieved a rst mechanical proof of U by encoding the successor relation of the system as a logic program with arithmetical constraints, and computing a xed-point of the program through the bottom-up evaluation procedure of Revesz 15] . The encoding required an approximation of the successor relation, so that only an upper approximation of Post was generated. Nevertheless this approximation was su cient to prove U, because it did not contain any state violating U.
With respect to that approach, we have used here HyTech 11], a sophisticated and widely spread analysis tool for hybrid systems 2], rather than GAP, a speci c prototype implementation of Revesz's procedure 10]. Therefore our results are now easily reproducible. Besides, with respect to GAP, we reach an exact xed-point rather than an approximation, and the execution time is much (about 10 times) faster.
Final Remarks
We have proved automatically the basic correctness property U of algorithm B 0 using HyTech 11] . The full HyTech code is given in 6]. The proof is parametric in the sense that U holds for all values of the two parameters a and b (with 0 < a < b) involved by B 0 . A third parameter t was used for specifying property U itself. Note that I has essentially played here the role of an \observer". Such a proof is a priori impossible to do with other tools of analysis of real-time systems such as UPPAAL 5] or KRONOS 7] due to this use of parameters. The present modelization and reachability analysis have hopefully paved the way for the veri cation of enhanced versions of B 0 currently under development at CNET. This case study gives additional evidence of the importance of (variants of) parametric timed automata 4] as a means for modeling and analysing real industrial applications.
Annex A The le ABR.hy contains the system description and the analysis commands, with HyTech input language (recall that a comment is the rest of an input line beginning with two adjacent dashes ({)). The system components are the three automata env (a model of the environment), algoI (a model of algorithm I) and approx (a model of algorithm B 0 ). In the analysis commands, the backward computation is presented as a comment. end --env end --algoI prints "iterated succ"; postit := reach forward from init endreach; prints "intersection"; if empty(postit & notU) then prints "OK"; else prints "NOK"; endif;
--prints "iterated pred"; --predit := reach backward from notU endreach; --prints "intersection"; --if empty(predit & init) --then prints "OK"; --else prints "NOK"; --endif;
Annex B
The following les ABR.log and ABRpre.log contain the outputs produced by running HyTech on the input le ABR.hy above, with forward and backward computations respectively. 
